
MUMMYS CURSE

The curse of the pharaohs is an alleged curse believed by some to be cast upon any person who disturbs the mummy of
an Ancient Egyptian person, especially.

Carter, as famous for surviving the mummy's curse at least until his death in as he is for discovering
Tutankhamen's tomb, hated the sensationalism that surrounded the excavation. Years later, when he excavated
the tombs of the builders of the pyramids at Giza, he encountered the curse: "All people who enter this tomb
who will make evil against this tomb and destroy it may the crocodile be against them in water, and snakes
against them on land. The famous Egyptologist James Henry Breasted worked with Carter soon after the first
opening of the tomb. They that shall break the seal of this tomb shall meet death by a disease that no doctor
can diagnose. I shall seize his neck like a bird His report, published in the British Medical Journal in ,
concluded that being in the tomb did not significantly hasten death. Their conversation is interrupted by the
news that a workman has been murdered in the swamps. British curators were baffled to find that the inch
figurine of an Egyptian nobleman kept mysteriously revolving in its case overnight, seemingly without human
intervention. Nelson defined several specific dates of exposure: the Feb. Such inscriptions warn, for example,
against removing stones or bricks, with retribution promised in the afterlife rather than here on earth. She
again takes flight, and Halsey and the others go in search of her. All rights reserved Photograph by Kenneth
Garrett Read Caption The mummy of King Tut, shown here, gets credit for popularizing the pharaoh's curse,
but the myth's origin has been traced to a London stage act performed a hundred years before the boy king's
tomb was excavated in  He studied the lives and deaths of the "victims," determining that many had never
been near the dig and had only tenuous connections to the principle archaeologists or financiers. Pneumonia
was thought to be only one of various complications, arising from the progressively invasive infection, that
eventually resulted in multiorgan failure. Following such a dramatic demonstration of the vast potential of
space travel, people looked for answers not to God or the spirit world, but to aliens. Her latest book is The
Shadow King  Carter's canary had died in its mouth and this fueled local rumors of a curse. Cooper Holmes
Herbert , is killed. The target of her admonition was George Herbert, the fifth Earl of Carnarvon. But what if
there's a scientific explanation for the phenomena some mistook as a curse? To be sure, stories of vengeful
mummies predated the discovery of Tutankhamun, but they are not a particular feature of Egyptian culture,
ancient or modern. The phenomena did not stop until the mummy of the father was re-united with the children
in the museum. He came to the conclusion that mummies should not be displayed, though it was a lesser evil
than allowing the general public into the tombs. Fleeing the monster after he attacks and kills Cajun Joe, she
comes to Betty's tent seeking refuge. The interesting thing is, that nerve appears not to be particularly
connected to Egypt â€” or anywhere else in the ancient world, for that matter. Instead of vengeful ghosts and
the waking dead, the focus shifted to the physical mechanisms by which the Egyptians might have
booby-trapped a tomb â€” perhaps with the help of aliens. He orders her death, but Ragheb kills him instead.
As the cultural historian Christopher Frayling said in his book The Face of Tutankhamun : The balance of
opinion was that the archaeologists were transgressing a deeply felt taboo, and they would surely pay for it.
Carter, surely any curse's prime target, lived until , almost 20 years after the tomb's opening. Howard Carter,
who discovered and opened the tomb of King Tut lived to be 65 years old. Spooky stuff, no doubt, but not
quite enough to inspire that old holy terror. Less than two weeks later, he was dead. But Hollywood didn't
invent the curse concept. Other dangerous bacteria were also found in burial tombs. When Corelli spoke, the
public listened.


